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Solving Mysteries with the Five Senses  
Lead a science activity for ages 4 to 6, in which children explore their senses. 
They’ll smell, taste, see, touch, and hear to observe and collect data like a scientist.   

Event Leader’s Guide

IMPORTANT SAFETY PROCEDURE: Please exercise caution in selecting 
the mystery objects/substances, considering that many children have 
food allergies, sensitivities, or dietary restrictions. Any known allergens or 
other items of sensitivity and/or dietary restriction should be avoided and 
no child should be permitted to participate unless it can be confi rmed by 
the child’s parent or guardian that the child is not allergic and/or sensitive 
to any of the mystery objects/substances.

Overview. Three tables feature mystery objects and substances (see descriptions 
of the Mystery Tables below). Children visit each table and use their senses to 
determine the identity of the mystery items. Each time they solve a mystery, 
they’ll check off the sense they used on their Curious George® Senses Chart (see reverse). 

Set Up. Enlist volunteers to supervise each of the three Mystery Tables. Once kids have solved 
a mystery, a volunteer helps them check off the sense they used on their chart. If kids identify an 
orange by smell, for example, have them check off one of the three boxes under “Smell.” 

Introducing the Activity. Divide children into pairs, and pass out the Senses Chart to 
each pair. Invite them to discuss which sense George uses in each picture on the chart. Tell children 
they’re going to work together to solve mysteries using their fi ve senses. Go over the instructions, 
then send them off to different tables to explore. 

Mystery Table #1: Smell. In nontransparent plastic containers (e.g., yogurt containers), place 
orange slices, vanilla, cocoa, banana, onion, bubble gum, or other fragrant substances separately 
in each container. Cut a small hole in the lid, and cover with masking tape. Ask kids to lift up 
the masking tape and smell, then reseal the container. What smells can they identify?  
Mystery Table #2: Taste. Prepare three bowls of popcorn: one salty, one sweet, and one plain. 
Put a large spoon in each bowl and have a volunteer spoon a few pieces of popcorn into 
children’s hands to taste. Which fl avors can they identify?   

Mystery Table #3: See, Touch, Hear. In different socks, place items that can be identifi ed by 
sight (looking), sound (shaking), or touch (feeling). Include items such as a wooden block, 
crumpled paper clips, spoons, plastic bottle, pennies, and a doll. Tie open ends of socks with 
ribbon. Offer at least a dozen mystery socks. For sight, use objects like a square block or a ball 
so that kids can easily identify the shape through the sock. Ask: Can you see the shape of the 
object? Can you feel what it is? Can you hear anything when you shake or squeeze the sock? How many 
senses did you use to fi gure out the mystery? Which ones? Kids can check off more than one sense 
per mystery object.
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Activity Sheet

Curious George® Senses Chart
Solve a mystery! Then check off which sense (or senses) you used to solve it.  

Senses Mystery #1 Mystery #2 Mystery #3
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